
The cloud is transforming your organization. It’s changing how we work as everything is becoming 
more intuitive, connected, open, collaborative, and that change is rippling across SaaS, IaaS, and the 
web. This is great for productivity, but it’s resulting in new challenges and risks that legacy security 
vendors can’t address.

At Netskope we believe security should be smart enough to solve these new challenges and risks. 
And that’s how we’ve built the Netskope Security Cloud from day one. 

We help the world’s largest organizations take advantage of 
SaaS, IaaS, and web without sacrificing security.

NETSKOPE IS THE LEADER IN CLOUD SECURITY
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Eliminate blind spots 

Netskope Cloud XD™ understands SaaS, IaaS, and 

web in extreme definition to eliminate blind spots

Guard data everywhere

360º data protection guards data everywhere through 

award-winning DLP and encryption

Stop elusive attacks

Advanced threat protection stops elusive attacks that 

traverse SaaS, IaaS, and web to inflict damage

 

Full control, one cloud

Full control of SaaS, IaaS, and web, from one cloud-

native platform that scales automatically

THE NETSKOPE DIFFERENCE
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LEADING ENTERPRISES TRUST NETSKOPE

Ready for  
Smart Cloud Security?
Whether you’re rolling out Office 365 or AWS, 
safely enabling unsanctioned SaaS, or simply 
want the best CASB and web security in one 
cloud-native interface, Netskope can help you 
get started. 

To schedule a demo or just to learn more 
about Netskope, send us an email at  
contact@netskope.com.


